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What is cyber security?

Cyber security is the protection of an organisations
data, systems and applications from breaches of
confidentiality, integrity and availability
National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST):
The ability to protect or defend the use of cyberspace
from cyber attacks

National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC): Cyber
security is how individuals and organisations reduce
the risk of cyber attack

“Teams that say their cyber-security is really good
are the ones to worry about”
Dame Dido Harding, former CEO of TalkTalk, presenting on 4th June 2018

Department for Business, Innovation & Skills: Cyber
Security can be described as the digital or human
measures you can take to reduce the risk of harm to
your company’s information and information based
systems through theft, alteration or destruction
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Why the increase in risk?
Internet of things

Mobile and remote working

Complex Structures

Increase in..
 Connectivity

Third party services

 Digitalisation

Volume
of Data
Free Apps, Blockchain etc

Digital
Footprint

 Remote access
 Personal
information
 Data sharing

The Cloud

 Data amalgamation

C-19
Pandemic

Biometrics, RPC and AI

Social media

Changing Threat
Landscape
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Cyber footprint

Do you know where
your real cyber
boundary is?
Data is at risk at the
margins

Cyber
boundary –
entity 4

Cyber
boundary –
entity1

Real cyber
boundary

Cyber
boundary?
Cyber
boundary –
entity 3

Cyber
boundary –
entity 2

Weakest
point?

MacAfee estimate that cybercrime cost the global economy
as much as $600billion in 2017.
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Cyber risk is increasing – why?

The inherent risk factors
Increasing network connections, dependencies and relationships
Increasing reach and sophistication of attackers – but ‘technicality’ of perpetrators is decreasing
Decreasing cost of attack
Staff have the information the attackers want – so they are the ones who are attacked
Growth of the “dark web” as a source of attacks and as a market for information
Rapid growth of social media
Under reporting of cyber crime
Lack of understanding of the entity’s cyber footprint
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People risk is increasing – why?

Many more routes to your data
Data in transit and at the margins is a big risk
People like to trust people
Attackers do this as a day job
Staff have many accounts and passwords to juggle
Staff only have to slip up once to cause a problem
Misuse of social media
Under reporting of cyber crime – lessons aren’t learnt
IT skills shortage
Staff continue to be the weak link – complacency culture
Over–reliance on technological controls in some instances
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People risk
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Passwords in use

 Source: Information is Beautiful
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Recent trends

Continued growth in
ransomware

Insider
risk

Ransomware now accounts for 27% of malware
incidents (2020 Verizon Data Breach
Investigations Report)

70% of breaches this year were caused by
outsiders (2020 Verizon Data Breach
Investigations Report)

Targeted whaling , not
just phishing

Old fashioned
error

Credential theft, and social attacks cause most
breaches (67% or more). (2020 Verizon Data Breach
Investigations Report)

Crime as a
service

Consumers report being more concerned about
their privacy (67%) and are worried their identity
will be stolen (66%) (2019 Norton LifeLock Cyber
Safety Insights Report)

Rise in third
party risks

Phishing 44.9 % of reported cyber incidents
but non-cyber incidents – 71.5% of the total
(ICO statistics Q1 2020)

• Digital underground provide tools and
services across the entire spectrum of
cyber crime
• Use of digital currency

Identity
theft

• Need to establish where your cyber footprint
actually is
• Growth in assurance and trust standards in
relation to third parties

Growth of
supplier fraud

• Linked to phishing and whaling
• Firms are adopting new procedures
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Attack vectors

The jokers
Insider attacks
Hacktivists
Crime
States or companies
Identity theft
Social media risk
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The jokers
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Insider attacks

“One of the most destructive examples of Insider Threats
in was the cyberattack on the state-owned oil company
Saudi Aramco, which erased the data on about 30,000, or
three quarters, of the company’s corporate PCs using a
virus named Shamoon, and replaced it with an image of a
burning American flag. After analysing the software code
from the Aramco attack, security experts say that the event
involved a company insider, or insiders, with privileged
access to Aramco’s network. The virus could have been
carried on a USB memory stick that was inserted into a
PC.”
(Infosec)
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Hacktivists

‘DadSec’ group claimed responsibility due to ‘antifather’ stance of site
Used armies of ‘bots’ in a DDoS
attack

Site taken down by a group with an
agenda in 2015

Lead to 2 associated ‘swatting’ attacks
on a founder and a user

Users had to change passwords – 200
accounts compromised via a false front

Surrey teenager now arrested –
pleased guilty to 3 charges of hacking

Many users simply
deregistered
Flooded sites with messages
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Crime
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States or companies

In November 2014,
“Guardians of Peace"
leaked confidential data
from Sony Pictures

Personal information
about employees and
families, e-mails
between employees,
information about
salaries and copies of
unreleased films

In December 2014,
“Guardians of Peace’
demanded a film called
The Interview be pulled
amid terrorist threats

US Cinemas chose not
to screen it and it went
straight to DVD in effect

The US Government
has determined that
North Korea was
responsible – they
deny this.
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Identity theft

Anastasia Romanov
Motoring scams

Congestion charge
Speed cameras
Frank Abagnale

Petrol bilking

National
Insurance
numbers
Housing benefits
Tax credits
Right to work

Impersonation

Driving tests
Exams
Access to health
Judicial
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How 17 year old drivers get cloned
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Social media

Offensive tweet
about going to
Africa

Flew to Africa

Tweet went viral

Dismissed
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Social media

“Don’t say anything online
that you wouldn’t want
plastered on a billboard
with your face on it.”

Erin Bury, Sprouter
Community Manager

“Social media policies will
never be able to cure
stupid.”

Nichole Kelly,
Influencer

“What happens in Vegas
stays in Vegas; what
happens on Twitter stay
on Google forever!”

Jure Klepic,
jureklepic.com
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The risks to your business

Genuine
financial
loss e.g.
bank
accounts

Loss of
reputation
and name

Breach of
GDPR or
similar

Loss of IP
and
research

Loss of
confidential
data

Loss of
operational
systems
e.g. DDOS

Fall in share
price

Dismissal of
key staff

Legal action
from other
parties

Increased
insurance
costs

Loss of
existing
business

Client
concerns

Impact on
new
business

Cost of
fixing
systems

Poor credit
ratings
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The real impact
From the news archives
Financial loss

Legal action

Redcar and Cleveland Council – Initial estimates are that it will cost up to £18m
to repair the damage of a February 2020 ransomware attack.

British Airways – 38k records of customer who bought flight in Autumn 202i
were exposed. BA have since been fined by the ICO and face a class action.

Oklahoma State Troopers' Pension Fund - $4.2M was stolen on August 26, 2019.
Hackers compromised the email account of an investment manager working on
their behalf.

Hackney Council – Their systems were hacked in October 2020 and all key
services were interrupted. This included the payment of housing benefits.
Private renters faced the threat of eviction as housing benefits payments
topped.

Operational disruption
Honda – The 2017 WannaCry event stopped production at a plant in Japan –
older operating systems were affected.
Universal Health Services – This large US provider lost all system as the result of
a ransomware attack in August 2020. They had to cancel operations and revert
to paper records.
Reputational loss / loss of customer confidence
Greenwich University – In 2013, a microsite was used and then neither closed
or secured. This exposed the details of nearly 20k students. The university was
fined £120k by the ICO.
Luminate Education Group – In August 2020, it lost systems through a hack and
was unable to give our exam results.

Third party risk
DLA Piper – The NotPetya malware of June 2017 meant they had to restart
their Windows environment and commission 15000 hours of overtime by their
IT team. The malware entered their systems via a supplier.
Cloud
Sonic Recruitment and Authentic Jobs – They made their AWS storage publicly
available by accident. This exposed over 200k records.
FedEx – FedEx bought a company called Bongo in 2014 and shut it in 2017.
However, data was left in an unused Amazon S3 bucket and 100k scanned
documents were hacked.
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The real impact

• Evidence is beginning to suggest that is that the reputational
impact on a business is can be short-lived in some aspects:
− Share prices recover over time
− Customers beginning to people were see data breaches
as par for the course
− People don’t base buying decisions upon issues such as
these
− Complacency overcomes concerns
− Cyber insurance kicks in
• Impact on the individual may take much longer to recover
from
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The five pillars of cyber security

Cyber Security

Technology

Process

Third Parties

People

Governance

Firewalls and Gateways
Malware and Viruses
Access Control
Network Configuration

Security Monitoring
Patch Management
User Administration
Incident Management

Contracts
Audits
Insurance
Relationship Management

Segregation of Duties
Induction and Training
Security Culture
Awareness

Assurance and Compliance
Policies and Procedures
Risk Management
Roles and Responsibilities
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Key areas of concerns for staff

E-mail safety

Phishing and whaling

Social engineering

Online safety

Personal information

Social media

BYOD

Removable data

Information handling

Remote working

Mobile working

Password safety
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Key Questions you need to ask

01
Do we demonstrate
ownership, and effective
management of cyber risk?

Determining the right degree of accountability at the leadership level is essential.

02
Do we have the right leader
and organisational talent?

With many leaders busy performing their legacy duties, organisations can fail to designate an appropriate leader—
the “right” leader—who will ultimately be accountable for cyber risk.

03
What level of cyber training
or briefing have we received?

Everyone within an organisation holds some responsibility for cyber risk. With everyone responsible it is crucial an
appropriate security awareness training program is implanted.

04
Are we focused on, and
investing in, the right things?

With risk and performance tightly linked, leaders should know what they’re expending on resources—and they
should know that they’re bringing the right resources to bear on cyber challenges.

05
Have we established an
appropriate cyber risk
escalation framework?

Developing meaningful cyber-related messages for the broader organisation can help foster the flow of information
when there are cyber incidents or concerns.
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Key Questions you need to ask

06
Do we have a cyber-focused
mindset and culture
organisation wide?

Guidance should come from the board and the C-suite.

07
What have we done to
protect against third-party
cyber risks?

Cyber concerns extend far beyond the four walls of your business, requiring you to align with your partners, to
understand what they are doing, and to ensure that you’re comfortable with the risk factors those relationships
present.

08
Can we mobilise response
resources when a cyber
incident occurs?

What matters is confidence in your ability to respond, confidence in your processes, once you detect the active
threat. Critical incident response capabilities should include a clear and current chain of command, a thorough
communication plan, and a broad view of legal issues, public relations needs, brand implications, and operational
impacts.

09
How do we evaluate the
effectiveness of our
organisation’s cyber risk
program?

End to end, but execution is the difficult part. The other challenge: seeing beyond systems—to understand business
wide implications and to examine business processes, not just IT, through a critical lens. They’re challenges that
demand leadership and involvement from the board and the C-suite.

10
Are we a secure link in the
highly connected ecosystems
in which we operate?

Collaborating with peer organisations and partners to share intelligence on threats is just one example of how
business leaders can develop a more relevant, more holistic approach to cyber risk.
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Key Questions you need to ask

11
How do our cyber risk
capabilities align to industry
standards and peers?

It’s important to know if your organisation is lagging—to know how you stand against businesses that are effectively
addressing cyber risk. But what do you do if you discover you are lagging? If the board and the C-suite aren’t actively
in charge of the challenge, who is?

12
Are we adapting to change?

Policy reviews, assessments, and rehearsals of crisis response processes must be regularized to establish a culture of
perpetual adaptation to the threat and risk landscape.

13
Are we proactive or reactive?

Retrofitting for security is very expensive. Build it upfront in your management processes, applications and
infrastructure.

14
Are we incentivizing
openness and collaboration?

Build strong relationships with partners, law enforcement, regulators, and vendors. Foster internal cooperation across
groups and functions, and ensure that people aren’t hiding risks to protect themselves.
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Key Actions
You need to own

Put a senior executive at the helm.
He or she must be able to lead in a crisis, and also guide the program and enlist collaboration across diverse functions.

Map threats to the business assets that matter.
Set direction, purpose, and risk appetite for the program. Establish priorities, and ensure funding and resourcing.
Drive early “wins.”
Establish momentum by focusing on pilot initiatives that measurably impact business success. Use these to plant the seeds of long-term
cultural change.
Accelerate behaviour change.
Create active learning scenarios that instill awareness of the impact of daily activity on cyber risk. Embed cyber risk management goals into
evaluation of Top 100 executives.
Trust but verify.
Conduct monthly or quarterly reviews about key risks and risk metrics, and address roadblocks.
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Q&A
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